In order to improve the accuracy of ontology mapping,an improved ontology mapping method is proposed.Firstly,simplify the process of calculating the conceptual similarity by adopting the candidate set.Then,determine the weight by referencing the rough set condition information entropy aimed at improving the quality of mapping.Last,the test set also called benchmark provided by OAEI is introduced to test the performance of our mapping algorithm.The experimental results display that the mapping efficiency and generality is maintained,the recall and precision of ontology mapping is significantly promoted as well.
Introduction
As it is known to us all,the generation of semantic web is due to the lack of semantic in the web.The concept of semantic web is proposed by Berners-lee [1] ,which adopts a new method that can be understood by the computers in order to promote the intelligent interaction between computers.Ontology as the important foundation of Semantic Web,it can be adopted to describe the semantic information in the process of dealing with the computer data,and it is also widely used in the field of the knowledge engineering,artificial intelligence,semantic web,information retrieval and the other related fields.Due to the the problem of ontology heterogeneity,the application of ontology in semantic web has been restricted up to a point.
In view of the above-mentioned facts,the research on an improved ontology mapping method is proposed in this paper,which is benefit for reducing the computation by introducing the strategy of candidate mapping.Meanwhile,all kinds of the ontology information such as instance similarity and structure similarity are overall considered.In the end,a comprehensive similarity calculation result is obtained by using the merging strategy,which makes the mapping results more accurate.
2 Ontology and ontology mapping 2.1 Ontology. With the ontology is introduced to the field of computer,Many scholars begin to elucidate the definition of ontology,the most widely recognized definition is from Studer et al.They present that ontology is a formal specification of a shared conceptual model [2] .In this paper,we adopt the ontology definition form proposed by Gruber [3] ,It can be denoted by a five tuple,for instance,O=<C,I,R,F,A>.Where C represents the concept,I represents an instance,R represents the relationship between concepts,R represents the function and A represents the axiom.
Ontology mapping.
Ontology mapping means a process of the semantic analysis of ontology which is constructed in the same domain.Shvaiko et al propose that the ontology mapping can be defined as f=<id,e,e′,n,R> [4] ,Where R represents the relationship between the entity e and e′and n represents the confidence level of mapping. strategy,concept attribute and concept relation,meanwhile,all kinds of information are synthetically considered.Finally,carry on the similarity merging by adopting the certain weight set by the rough set condition information entropy.As a result,the mapping efficiency is promoted. 3.2 Selection of candidate concept set.The conceptual similarity in ontology indicates the degree of the common characteristics between two concepts,but the concept correlation [5] means that the two concepts are related to a particular relationship.In this paper,we put forward to simplify the input concept set by computing the correlation degree between the concepts,meanwhile the Hirst-St-Onge semantic correlation algorithm [6] is adopted to calculate the concept correlation.The calculation formula of the correlation degree is as follows.
indicates the path turning times from the word S1 to the word S2, ) , (
represents the total length of the path from the word S1 to the word S2,and the range of
When in the calculation of the correlation degree,first to set an initial threshold .If the calculated correlation value is less than ,it is considered that these two concepts are not related,and the concept will be removed from the concept set to be mapped.
Concept similarity computation
Calculation method of concept similarity based on name.The theoretical basis of the concept name similarity strategy is that if the identifier of the two concept names are the same or similar,then their meanings are generally the same or similar.So,when carry on the concept similarity calculation,we need to consider from two aspects such as the character symbol and the semantics.The calculation method is shown as follows.
Among them,where A and B respectively represent the concept of ontology O1 and O2, )
represents the similarity based semantic,
represents the similarity based on text symbols, and  respectively represent the weight of the above two similarity,and the relation between and  is that 1     . 1)Similarity based on semantic The concepts of A and B are assumed to represent respectively the concepts extracted from the ontology O1 and O2,we need to carry on the pretreatment among the name of the concepts(such as word segmentation and stem extract etc.).Then,we will get the two word sets such
,which can be shorten and replaced by } { i A and } { j B .We can calculate the concept similarity according to the Wu-Palmer algorithm [7] as follows. 
2)Similarity based on the text symbols By calculating,the minimum number of edits(for example insert,delete and replace)in the process of turning the name string 1 S derived form the concept A into the name string 2 S derived form the concept B is the desired edit distance also called 12 ( , ) Edit S S [8] .Therefore,the calculation method based on the text symbols similarity is as follows. Calculation method of concept similarity based on attribute.In order to explain all aspects of attribute information,we can measure the similarity of concept attributes from three aspects,for example,the attribute name,data type and instance.We can denote the attribute of the concept A is i a and the attribute of the concept B is j b ,then the similarity between i a and j b is as follows.
Where represents the weight based on name attribute and  represents the weight based on the data type,  represents the weight based on the instance,where there is accompanied by
The attribute similarity corresponded with the concept A and B is as follows. 
Calculation method of concept similarity based on instance.The concept instance is an important element in ontology,we can use the Jaccard coefficient to determine the similarity based on instance,as follows.
Calculation method of concept similarity based on structure.By overall consideration about the similarity of the parent concept,brother concept,and the sub concept,we can get the concept similarity based on structure,as follows.
The parameters can be set such as  is set to 0.3,and 3  is set to 0.2,the computing effect will be the best.
Fusion of similarity.Based on the formula(2),(7)(8), (9) ,the comprehensive similarity of the concept A and concept B is equivalent to the weighted average come from the above similarity value.The computational method is shown in the formula (10 represents the information function as well as the attribute value come from the globalU .In addition,there is a decision table
is defined as the conditional information entropy of }) , , , { / (
for each similarity attribute as follows.
The importance of similarity attribute C is as follows.
The weight of each similarity attribute is as follows.
The weights of each attribute are calculated by the method mentioned above.At the same time,the method can be applied in the mapping process.
Experimental results and analysis

Experimental data.
The method name is tentatively called ICSCM.We select several sets of ontology in the standard test case set benchmark come from the OAEI as the experimental data.#1XX～#3XX reference ontology is used to test.The statistics such as the recall,precision and F-measure will be calculated before and after the process of mapping.Then the typical mapping system(such as Falcon [9] 、RIMOM [10] 、OntoDNA [11] 、ASMOV [12] )are selected to carry on the comparative analysis.The result indicates that when the correlation threshold is set to 0.1(When the correlation between the two concepts is less than 0.1,it is considered that they are not related.),then both the mapping quality and the mapping efficiency can be improved.
Experimental environment.
In this paper,the algorithm is described by Jena language and Eclipse 8.6 is adopted as the development platform.Experimental tests are carried out in the computer with the Intel Core i7 quad core CPU,8G memory,and Windows 7 operating system.Furthermore,the TempLoadRunner tool is used to test the amount of calculation.
Evaluation measures.
The precision(P),the recall(R)and the F-measure [13] are widely used in the area of information retrieval which are adopted as the evaluation standard.
Among them,where A represents the number of mapping results correctly identified by the algorithm,B represents the number of mappings true but not identified by the algorithm,C represents the number of mapping results incorrectly identified by the algorithm.F-measure is a combination of two indicators which includes the recall and the precision.We can set a=1,which indicates that the recall and precision is of equal importance.
Results and analysis.
Test comparison results are shown in the Figure 1.
Fig.1 Comparison of test results
In this paper,the filter candidate concept set is introduced to reduce the calculation of concept similarity,and the strategy based on the name,concept attribute and concept relation is adopted.Furthermore,the rough set condition information entropy is introduced to determine the weight.The experimental results show that the ontology mapping is significantly improved. 485 
Conclusions
In the paper, research on an improved ontology mapping method is proposed.In this method,firstly,the filter candidate concept set is selected to reduce the scope of the concept and the amount of computation.Then,make use of the strategy based on the name,concept attribute and concept relation.The rough set conditional information entropy is adopted to automatically generate the weight.As a result,the quality of the mapping is improved.The calculation of concept similarity is just one step.So,the next research need to focus on improving the accuracy of mapping and reducing the complexity by studying other steps of the ontology mapping.
